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Help the egg farmer find the egg that is missing from his carton.
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Hey Kids! 
If you have one egg 

missing from one 
dozen, how many 

eggs do you have?

ANSWERS

The Egg Story: 
1. eggs  2. trays - large - cool  3. grading station  4. A  5. weighed - cartons  6. store - refrigerator

Word Scramble: 
1. fowl  2. barn  3. eggs  4. boiled  5. carton  6. farm - Answer: scrambled

If you have one egg missing from one dozen, how many eggs do you have? Answer: 11



Hens live on a farm where they lay _________ 
for us to eat.

The eggs are taken to a ________________ 
where they are washed and rinsed.

The eggs are ________ and packed into 
________ . The cartons are stamped with a 
“Best Before” date.

The eggs are collected, packed into ________ 
with the ________ end up, and kept in a 
________ place.

The eggs are inspected inside and out, then 
given a grade of quality. Grade “ ____ ” eggs 
are the best.

Trucks take the eggs to the ________ where 
they are kept in coolers. At home, eggs 
should be stored in their carton in the 
__________ .
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THE EGG STORY THE EGG FARMER ACROSTIC
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This is the story of how eggs get from the farm to your home. Use words from the 
Word List to complete the sentences below each box. Then colour the pictures.

Write an Acrostic Poem about an Egg Farmer.
Begin each line with a word or phrase that starts with the letter on that line.

How does Farmer Brown like his eggs?

Unscramble these 6 jumbles to form egg/chicken related words.

Then use the circled letters to form the surprise answer about 
how Farmer Brown likes his eggs.

A cartons cool eggs grading station
large refrigerator store trays weighedWORD LIST

!
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